
ABOUT KLON

The Metaverse is a place full of possibilities! But way too scattered.  
With dozens of avatars, multiple logins and wallets on different block-
chains, it gets confusing quickly.

That’s why we’re creating KLON. The one Avatar that takes care  
of everything. Granting easy, fast, and secure access to all the  
Metaverses, with just one click, feeling at home in every world.

KLON provides an overview of your stats, assets, and events. All in 
one place. Like in real life, your activities, network, and wealth reflect 
on your status. Increase your KLON-Score to unleash your KLON’s full 
potential!

KLON is good for everyone! While providing utmost convenience for 
the user it brings people and value to the platforms. 



Seamless Metaverse
With KLON all doors are open for 
you. Switch from one connected 
metaverse to another in a Netflix 
like overview – with just one click.

Identity & Ownership
KLON is your identity for the meta-
verse. You decide where you want 
to be as yourself and where you 
want to be anonymous. Full cont-
rol by you - forever. KLON provides 
you with an Overview dashboard 
that combines all your assets, ac-
tivities, network and values you 
represent in the metaverse.

High End Adaptive Avatar
Are you tired of creating hundreds 
of avatars over and over again? 
We give you KLON. A high end 3D 
avatar that automatically adapts 
to the looks of the different meta-
verses. KLON takes care of ever-
ything.

Unique multi chain operability system
From the start, they offer secure multi chain operability on Polygon, Ether-
eum, Binance Smart Chain and Solana. More to come. KLON ensures that 
your avatar can never be copied.

As simple as Google Sign-in, but for the Metaverse
KLON has chosen an open architecture, i.e. KLON offers all apps, games 
and metaverse projects the possibility to integrate KLON easily via an open 
source library.

Earn Money From The Metaverse
Earn real money with your KLON and benefit from the overall investment of 
the KLON community in the growth of the entire metaverse.
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Seed Token Price 0.00035 USD

IDO Token Price 0.00047 USD

Initial Circulating Supply w/o liquidity 1.3 bn $KLON

Initial Market Cap w/o  liquidity 611,000 USD

Valuation per round: 

Seed 17.5 m USD

IDO 23.5 m USD

TOKEN FACTS $KLON
Download Token Economy 

TOKEN UTILITY

The $KLON token will be the token 
used within the KLON ecosystem.  
This will include a multi-level access 
and reward system (SKOR), buying and 
selling of items, governance features, 
and exchanging tokens from Metaverse 
partners to $KLON and back.

http://go.klon.ai/TokenFactsheet


THE PRODUCT

KLON as a product is composed of several  
interlocking parts that function independently. 

1 / THE KLON AVATAR
On the one hand, the KLON Avatar consists of an 
NFT (ERC-721 Smart Conrtract), which is minted on 
the Polygon Blockchain. Various other smart con-
tracts are connected to this, on the one hand to en-
sure full multi-chain compatibility, and on the other 
hand to determine dynamic values or even the po-
sition of the avatar. This is explained in ((this)) part

KLON provides a lifelike high end 3D avatar, crea-
ted with Unreal Engines Meta Human Creator, 
which is representative for the only true identity of 
the user in the metaverse. The look of the avatar 
changes based on various parameters depending 
on the metaverse that is linked to KLON, so there is 
no need to design a new avatar to enter a particular 
metaverse.

KLON offers the user two ways to use the KLON 
avatar, adapting to the user’s individual behavior: 

1 
The user starts his journey into the metaverse via 
KLON. With his KLON the user is able to enter all 
metaverses. Accessible, secure and fast. With the 
visible, true identity of the KLON - or in incognito 
mode, anonymous for all and still verified.

2 
If the user already has accounts with one or more 
metaverses, the user can link these accounts to 
the KLON. This way he keeps his existing avatars, 
but benefits from the KLON environment and does 
not have to create additional avatars, unless the 
user wants to.



2 / THE KLON COCKPIT
The KLON Cockpit is the central place where the KLON 
user can see an overview of all his activities, statistics 
and values he owns or achieves in the metaverse at a 
glance. This way, all items, lands, clothes, etc. that were 
bought, sold or earned in the individual metaverses come 
together in one place. These can also be traded immedia-
tely via the KLON marketplace feature. 

The cockpit gives an overview of all upcoming events, 
quests and challenges in which a KLON user wants to 
participate in the different metaverses. Thanks to the 
notifications and the reminder function, no one misses 
anything important and the scene of the action is only 
one click away.

4 / THE KLON BROWSER
The Metaverse Browser is the bridge to all metaverses. 
In this place, all partner metaverses can be seen, sear-
ched and entered via an incredibly good, uniform Over-
view. Users quickly feel at home thanks to the UX design 
and navigating the metaverse becomes a breeze. With 
just one click, users can find out everything they need to 
know about a Metaverse project, what benefits are wai-
ting for them, or what events are currently scheduled. 
With another click the user enters the world of choice. 
In a first step, this overview will be accessible via desk-
top and mobile, but KLON is already working on an AR/VR 
version, which will offer an even more immersive  expe-
rience of a united Metaverse.

3 / SKOR - THE KLON SCORE
The KLON scoring model fulfills two central purposes: On the one hand, 
it serves to reward active users who engage in many metaverses, crea-
te value and also link this to the KLON. The higher the SKOR the higher 
the percentage rewards and the user gets access to different exclusive 
groups and events,  which is implemented via a multi tier access model. 
For our metaverse partners the scoring model is also beneficial. Quests 
in the metaverses have a positive effect on the SKOR of each user. In 
other words, the more active users are in the individual partner meta-
verses, the higher the impact. Thus, the scoring model generates en-
gagement for events and quests in the metaverses and is an easy way 
to attract new people in the metaverses.



The KLON approach to this is open source code. We provide a comprehen-
sive library on Github that allows new Metaverse projects, games, apps, 
etc. to easily integrate KLON into their product, for free and without ever 
having to contact us. Projects that rely on KLON thus don‘t have to worry 
about logins or avatars in their project and can focus on their core idea. 

THE KLON HIGH LEVEL  
ARCHITECTURE

The KLON archi-
tec  ture is based on 
three important  
pillars. On-chain and 
off-chain processes  
are seamlessly  
intertwined.

The Avatar 
The NFT based avatar includes various smart contracts and interlocking 
processes that enable us to make our promise of a seamless multi-chain 
approach a reality. These include the elements of mining the KLON on the 
Polygon Blockchain, a Smart Contract that takes care of all dynamic stats 
and data, as well as NFT positioning that allows to see where exactly the 
avatar is, and the KLON NFT Model & Property System that links Associa-
ted Items and Properties to the KLON. 

Multi Chain Operability 
a very lean bridging process allows KLON to move the avatar quickly, chea-
ply and securely from one blockchain to another. Via the ownership tracker 
& signer, we ensure that the digital identity cannot be copied or abused.

Marketplace & Auctions 
KLON includes its own marketplace and auction process to give users the 
ability to trade items, tickets, etc. centrally. He does not have to, but he 
can. 

1  
The currency for the KLON ecosystem and all related activities: The Utility 
Token $KLON. This performs the tasks as described under „Token Utility“. 
Each KLON user holds a certain number of $KLON tokens as long as the 
KLON avatar is used.

2  
The xKLON token. This token is a metaverse index token that is only acces-
sible through the KLON platform. Each $KLON token holder automatically 
invests 49% of the value of their held $KLONs into the xKLON token. Users 
thus gain access to an exclusive structured product that uses algorithms 
based on various parameters to automatically invest in the metaverse to-
kens linked to KLON. The user thus gets the opportunity to invest in all 
successful Metaverse projects without any effort and realize profits from 

THE KLON ECONOMY

The economy behind 
KLON includes two 
key elements,  
managed through 
two different tokens. 

This open and lean 3 pillar architecture will allow KLON to evolve in many different directions in the future without 
ending in a dead end. A detailed and technical documentation will be available on Github. 

THE KLON OPEN SOURCE LIBRARY

KLON strives for 
mass adoption. 



ROADMAP

PHILIPP
Entrepreneur, Advertising 
Technology Expert. Blockchain 
Enthusiast and Partner of a Social 
Token company consulting world 
famous Celebrities and Brands.

JAKE
Jake has been in the blockchain 
world since Ethereum came 
out. He has managed countless 
projects in this space by leading 
them technically. In addition to 
his chain-agnostic expertise, 
he has also worked on projects 
outside of the blockchain space, 
including VR, mobile, and game 
development.

NORA
Nora  is our Head of Marketing 
with a background in business 
administration, she has held 
leading positions at large adver-
tising agency networks and global 
consumer brands.

THE TEAM

START
Product concept
Core team formation

TRACTION
Metaverse onboarding
Sales Rounds

DEVELOPMENT
Community building
IDO

MVP
MVP beta accessible
Frontend Prototype

MATURITY
Full fledged V 1.0
1st tier CEX listing
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http://klon.ai

